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     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS 1999 - 2002 CHEV SILVERADO
TRUCK   &

2000 - 2002 SUBURBAN, TAHOE
MAIN GRILLE

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

PARTS LIST
2  Speed Grille Sections 1      Instruction Sheet 28     Long Attaching Clips #71098

1 Street Scene Emblem 8    Short Attaching Clips #71097

TOOL LIST
Phillips Head Screwdriver , Flat Head Screwdriver

NOTE:
   Removal of OEM chrome grids is not required. For a richer contrasting look, we recommend painting the 
                                       chrome grids satin or flat black on the silverado.
1.   Remove grille from truck. Open the hood and remove the seven retaining clips the secure the air deflection
      panel to the grille shell. Remove the fastener at the right of grille center. Using a phillips head screwdriver, 
      turn the four grille securing fastener located just inward of the headlight and parking lights, 1/4 turn  
      counter clockwise. Grasp the grille shell at each end and pull gently to release the retaining fasteners. At 
      the points where the securing fasteners were unlocked, gently pull out and remove grille shell.
2.   Set grille shell on a clean covered table or workbench.
3.   Remove the Speed Grille inserts from the protective packages. Each of the two Speed Grille sections is 
      labeled for it's proper location.
4.   Install the upper Speed Grille section into the upper
      opening.  Gently push the  top  in first making sure
      that upper part of the Speed Grille is resting on the 
      top of  the  chrome ledge. (see  illustration.)  Using
      the long  clips  provided , fasten the bottom part of 
      Speed  Grille to the grille shell at each end and left
      and right of the Chevy bow-tie emblem and one clip
      centered in between. Using a short clip, fasten  the
      top at each end and  between each chrome vertical
      bar. Clips  will  go  through  the  open  areas on the 
      Speed Grille. Install a clip at each upper corner at a
      45 degree angle.
SPECIAL NOTE: On the 2000 - 2002 suburban and tahoe 
the grille shell is chrome and the grids are black.
5.   Install the lower Speed Grille sections into the lower
      opening. Make  sure  that  the  grille  insert  is fully 
      seated.
              Using   the  remaining  clips,  fasten  the 
      bottom  side  at  each  end  and   between  the 
      vertical  chrome  bars.  Fasten  the  top part of
      Speed Grille to the grille shell at each end and
      left and right of the Chevy bow-tie emblem and
      one  clip  centered  in  between. Using  a short
      clip, fasten  the  top  at  each  end and between
      each chrome vertical bar. Clips will go through
      the open areas on the Speed Grille. Install the 
      remaining  two clips at each upper corner at a
      45 degree angle.
6.   Install grille shell back onto truck.
THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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TYPICAL CLIP INSTALLATION
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